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Abstract: To increase the manufacturing throughput and lower the cost of silicon photonics
packaging, an alignment tolerant approach is required to simplify the process of fiber-to-chip
coupling. Here, we demonstrate an alignment-tolerant expanded beam backside coupling interface
(in the O-band) for silicon photonics by monolithically integrating microlenses on the backside of
the chip. After expanding the diffracted optical beam from a TE-mode grating through the bulk
silicon substrate, the beam is collimated with the aid of microlenses resulting in an increased
coupling tolerance to lateral and longitudinal misalignment. With an expanded beam diameter
of 32 µm, a ±7 µm lateral and a ±0.6° angular fiber-to-microlens 1-dB alignment tolerance
is demonstrated at the wavelength of 1310 nm. Also, a large 300 µm longitudinal alignment
tolerance with a 0.2 dB drop in coupling efficiency is obtained when the collimated beam from
the microlens is coupled into a thermally expanded core single-mode fiber.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Silicon photonics technology provides integrated die-level optical functionalities with advantages
such as single-mode transmission, wavelength division multiplexing and compatibility with
established CMOS-manufacturing facilities, leveraging advanced 3D integration schemes to
meet high bandwidth demands with low power dissipation [1–3]. This has led to its widespread
adoption across several domains such as high-speed optical transceivers [4,5], beam-steering for
lidar applications [6,7], metamaterial devices [8,9], mid-infrared sensing [10,11], microwave
photonics [12,13], nonlinear optics [14,15], quantum computing [16,17], deep learning [18–20],
and neuromorphic networks [21,22]. Optical coupling to silicon photonics chips is performed
mostly either by attaching a fiber (with or without incorporating a lens) to an edge coupler or a
grating coupler [23]. Due to the submicrometer dimensions of on-chip waveguides (e.g., 0.45
× 0.22 µm2), coupling light from the external world is not straightforward and poses a serious
challenge. Due to that, highly precise alignment accuracies are needed to ensure optimal coupling
efficiency. For example, an optical beam when coupled out of a standard grating coupler, that is
usually mode-matched to a standard single mode fiber (9.2 µm mode-field diameter at λ = 1310
nm), at best, provides a ±2.5 µm lateral alignment tolerance and necessitates an active alignment
driven fiber-array packaging [24]. For a high volume production, this process is time consuming
and affects the overall throughput, thereby making the photonics packaging process one of the
leading contributing factors to the overall cost of a silicon photonics based functional module
[25–27].
Thus, robust passive alignment based strategies are needed that can be low-cost, scalable,
generic to any material platform, and are mass deployable. This can be realized by expanding
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Fig. 1. (a) An expanded mode provides improvement in lateral alignment tolerance in
comparison to a standard fiber-like mode. (b) The graph shows the scaling of ±1-dB
lateral and angular alignment tolerances with the expansion of beam (Gaussian) diameter
(calculations performed using analytical relations in [28]).
the optical beam from the coupling interface to realize a relaxed fiber-to-chip lateral alignment
tolerance. As an example, one can obtain a 3x improvement in the lateral alignment tolerance
with an expanded mode diameter of 32 µm when compared to a standard fiber mode diameter
of 9.2 µm at 1310 nm wavelength (Fig. 1). Although this results in an increased sensitivity to
angular misalignment, it can be controlled with the use of an appropriate mechanical design
during assembly as long as it is better than 0.1◦-limit [29]. Moreover, for beam diameters
increasing between 25-50 µm, while the gain in 1-dB lateral alignment tolerance occurs by ±6
µm, the 1-dB angular alignment tolerance shrinks by only ±0.5◦. Thus, the penalty incurred to
the angular alignment tolerance is not so high compared to the improvements obtained in the
lateral alignment tolerance for expanded mode field diameters above 25 µm.
Several efforts have been made in the recent past utilizing V-grooves [25], inverted tapers and
sub-wavelength metamaterial mode converters [30,31], forked couplers [32] and 3D-printed optics
[33] to relax the alignment margins needed for passive assembly [26,34]. In addition, chip-surface
out-of-plane beam expansion and collimation from grating couplers has been a subject of great
interest recently. In this direction, a demonstration was made by coupling between a glass-based
lens integrated fiber array and microlens hybrid-integrated on the "topside" of a standard grating
coupler to result in a ±30 µm 1-dB lateral alignment tolerance [35]. In comparison, efficient
"backside" (through-substrate) coupling demonstrations using grating couplers (with metal
reflectors) hybrid integrated with backside microlenses fabricated in polymer [36] and silicon [37]
have been reported by ourselves in the past, showcasing a fiber-to-grating 1-dB lateral alignment
tolerance of ±12 µm and ±7 µm respectively. A backside coupling interface not only avoids the
necessity to reserve space for interfacing of a fiber array on the topside of the die but also avoids
increasing the thickness of the whole assembly. Furthermore, it offers an alternate route to guide
the resultant optical output other than in the conventional device-side direction. This aspect can
be utilized for applications such as sensing where the device topside can be kept clear, enabling
the interaction between a photonic circuit and biomarkers or trace gas molecules and the optical
readout performed using a lensed fiber array from the backside of the chip [38]. Similarly, for
co-packaged solutions in datacenters, a face-up bonding scheme of the photonics die is desirable
from the perspective of 3D electrical integration of the memory/logic driver chips on the top of
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a photonics chip interposer [39]. A backside coupling interface in this scenario allows a high
density optical I/O for high speed transfer of data across the server backplanes [40,41].
An initial demonstration of a monolithic backside coupling interface was showcased recently
[38], but it was targeted towards the wavelength range of C-band and a system-level analysis
was not performed at that time. Also, the discussion in our earlier work was only limited
to the alignment tolerant aspect of the concept, but did not provide the coupling analysis in
greater detail. Moreover, the fiber-to-fiber coupling results presented in our previous work
were obtained by using a multimode fiber as the output fiber. In comparison, in this paper, we
provide a complete single-mode fiber-to-fiber coupling analysis for a target wavelength range
in O-band, and investigate the individual contributions in coupling loss of an expanded beam
interface. Based on these results, we provide suggestions for future improvements and project
the net reduction in overall loss that can be achieved in a monolithically fabricated expanded
beam interface. Also, in comparison to our previous work on Si microlenses using hybrid
integration [37], this paper discusses the generic design challenges in greater detail incorporating
all the parametric degrees of freedom in the design space, when implementing expanded beam
coupling interfaces for integrated photonics chips for any wavelength range and material platform.
Separately, both top-side and back-side coupling and testing strategies are explored to arrive
at an optimum coupling performance of the expanded beam interface. This also generates
different application-dependent integration possibilities for a designer targeting to implement the
concept. Lastly, by integrating microlenses monolithically, the paper demonstrates the potential
of extending this concept at wafer-scale for alignment-tolerant optics across different material
platforms.
2. Generic concept and design principles to realize An expanded beam cou-
pling interface
The concept of expanded beam collimation in itself is very generic, and can be implemented for
other wavelength bands and material platforms for integrated optics (e.g. SiN, InP etc.), as long as
the substrate material is transparent to a corresponding wavelength range. The operating principle
of expanded beam collimation using a photonics chip integrated with backside microlenses is
as follows: the photonics chip consists of downward directionality based grating couplers that
diffract the incoming optical waveguide mode at an angle into the bulk silicon substrate. The
diffracted beam expands in the silicon substrate and is collimated with the help of a microlens
with a particular radius of curvature. The expanded and collimated optical beam from the
backside microlens is then coupled into a thermally expanded-core (TEC) fiber with a similar
mode-field diameter (Fig. 2). The enlarged mode field diameter of a thermally expanded core
Fig. 2. An overview of photonics chip expanded-beam coupling interface.
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(TEC) fiber is obtained by locally heating a single-mode fiber at high temperature resulting in the
redistribution of dopants while maintaining the single-mode condition of the fiber [42,43]. As an
alternative, a fiber-lens assembly optimized for a collimated beam of a particular diameter can
also be used to perform coupling. The results presented here, however have been achieved with
the commercially available TEC fibers. To realize such an expanded beam interface, there are
some design parameters and boundary conditions (Fig. 3) that need to be evaluated based on the
desired final metrics such as final beam diameter, 1-dB lateral and angular alignment tolerance,
wavelength range of operation, coupling efficiency etc.
Fig. 3. (a) A schematic of the expanded beam coupling concept using backside emitting
grating couplers, highlighting the parameters available for design and (b) tabulated with the
description of those parameters.
(i) Starting mode-field diameter, Wstart: The mode-field diameter of the optical beam diffracted
by the output grating coupler is a critical parameter to determine the final expanded beam
diameter, which also depends on the propagation distance (as described in (ii)) and refractive
index of the silicon substrate. Besides the mode-field diameter, the field profile emitted from the
grating dictates the overall transformation of the beam as it propagates down the substrate and
impacts the coupling performance eventually. Thus, an appropriate grating design is required to
accomplish the desired metrics.
(ii) Thickness of the substrate, Tsub: The propagation distance of the diffracted beam between
the grating and the microlens is determined by Tsub/cos(θSi), where θSi is the angle of the
diffracted beam with respect to normal in the silicon substrate. Thus, various values of expanded
beam diameters can be obtained by a conscious choice of substrate thickness and a starting beam
diameter at the grating coupler. Assuming Gaussian beam propagation with an initial waist of
4.6 µm (diameter - 9.2 µm) from the designed grating coupler, at an O-band primary wavelength
of λ = 1310 nm, the resulting beam diameters (at the microlens) as a function of silicon substrate
thickness have been listed in Table 1.
(iii) Angle of the beam in Silicon, θSi: This parameter is related to the period of the designed
grating and determines the resultant propagation distance of the beam in the chip substrate. It also
determines the offset that has to be provided to shift the center of the microlens with respect to
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Table 1. A list of the values of the expanded beam diameter and required radius of
curvature (ROC) of the microlens to achieve beam collimation corresponding to
different thicknesses of the silicon chip substrate. Starting beam waist = 4.6 µm
(diameter = 9.2 µm), θSi = 4.06◦, λ = 1310 nm.







the coupling position of the grating and hence, ensure that the beam is incident in an appropriate
region of the microlens. As an example, for a grating coupler diffracting at 10◦ angle in oxide,
the corresponding beam angle in silicon is 4.06◦.
(iv) Lens offset from the optimum coupling position of the grating, OL: Since the beam
diffracted from the grating is directed at a certain angle θSi into the substrate, the center of the
microlens has to be shifted by an offset OL to ensure that the expanded optical beam hits an
appropriate region of the microlens and gets collimated in the direction of the fiber. An improper
placement of the microlens with respect to the grating might lead to a shift in the exit angle of
the beam from the microlens, which would impact the coupling efficiency and/or a shift in the
coupling spectrum (with the assumption that the position of the single-mode fiber or optical
readout is fixed). As shown earlier in Fig. 1, the angular tolerance of the expanded beam reduces
as the beam diameter increases. Thus, the larger the target beam diameter for an application, the
more critical the lens offset parameter will be.
(v) Radius of curvature of the microlens, RL: While the parameters (i)-(iii) determine the
extent of the expansion of the beam, the collimation of the beam is achieved by calculating
a specific radius of curvature of the microlens. A positive deviation of this value results in a
divergent beam which is not fruitful to obtain a large longitudinal and lateral alignment tolerance
from the interface. On the other hand, a negative deviation of this value results in a convergent
beam that can perhaps be used to design an interface with a large working distance between the
fiber and the microlens (with a limitation of requiring longer propagation distance between the
grating and the microlens, and therefore, a thicker substrate). Considering the same conditions as
mentioned in (ii), the corresponding values of RL for different substrate thickness have been listed
in Table 1. These values have been obtained from the Gaussian beam propagation method using
a model designed in OpticStudio (Zemax) [37,44]. Since the microlens is spherical here, the
beam angle, applied offset, and the calculated ROC are valid under the assumption of principal
rays being orthogonal to the surface of the microlens.
(vi) Fiber mode-field diameter, Wfiber: The expanded collimated beam from the microlens
placed at the chip backside is coupled to either an expanded beam interface such as a fiber array
with integrated microlenses or a fiber with an expanded mode-field diameter as depicted in Fig. 2.
Thus, the mode-field diameter of the out-coupling interface, Wfiber, is one of the target metrics
that governs the parameters (i)-(iii).
All of these parameters hold key value in reaching the target of increased coupling tolerance to
lateral and longitudinal misalignment. In the following sections in this paper, the system-level
design is discussed for a specific case in O-band, but it should be noted that the generic design
principles described in this section can also be applied for a different wavelength band (e.g.
C-band), provided the grating design, beam diameter, beam divergence, chip substrate thickness,
chip backside AR coating and microlens parameters are adjusted accordingly.
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3. System-level optical design
The generic design principles described in the previous section were applied to a specific case of a
photonics chip consisting of grating couplers operating around 1310 nm wavelength and a desired
collimated beam diameter of 32 µm (beam diameter being dictated by the commercially available
TEC fibers used for characterization). With these boundary conditions fixed, the thickness of the
chip substrate was determined to be 600 µm, which resulted in a target ROC of 440 µm for the
microlens. Also, the microlens was placed at an offset of 43 µm with respect to the coupling
position of the uniformly periodic grating coupler (Fig. 3). This offset was computed by taking
into account a 4.06◦ grating diffraction angle in silicon (600 µm × tan4.06◦). Although grating
couplers with metal reflectors deposited on top oxide provide high directionality towards the
direction of the substrate [45,46], the experiment was performed on photonics dies consisting of
regular grating couplers (Λ = 490 nm, fill-factor = 0.5) without the metal reflectors to facilitate
fiber-coupling tests from both sides of the chip, and hence, provide ease in evaluation of various
contributing factors of losses incurred in the expanded beam interface, as detailed in Section 5
The design schematic shown in Fig. 3(a) was directly implemented in Zemax OpticStudio and
has been described in our previous work [37]. From the Zemax model, a sensitivity analysis of
the coupling efficiency was carried out by varying the radius of curvature (ROC) of the microlens.
Figure 4 shows the effect of variability of the ROC of the microlens on the resultant beam diameter
and relative coupling efficiency to an expanded core fiber placed 100 µm distance away from the
vertex of the microlens. The variation in beam diameter would occur due to the converging or
diverging nature of the beam for a non-ideal value of ROC of the microlens, and results in a drop
in the coupling efficiency. It was found that for a 1-dB tolerance in coupling efficiency to an
expanded core fiber, a −100 µm and +180 µm variation in the ROC of the microlens is allowed.
Although such numbers indicate a large tolerance of the ROC on fiber coupling efficiency at a
given distance from the microlens, it should be noted that the beam collimation is affected as the
ROC of the microlens deviates from an ideal value, which reduces the longitudinal alignment
tolerance.
Fig. 4. For a 1-dB tolerance in coupling efficiency to an expanded core fiber, a −100 µm
and +180 µm variation in the radius of curvature of the microlens was obtained.
4. Fabrication process flow
The fabrication of microlenses in silicon using resist reflow and reactive ion etching (RIE) has
been widely investigated over several years and is a fairly mature technology now [47,48]. For the
fabrication of silicon microlenses directly at the backside of the photonics chip, it was necessary
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Fig. 5. Process flow for the fabrication of Si microlenses at the photonics chip backside.
that not only the microlenses were aligned and etched optimally with respect to the grating
structures on the chip frontside, but also the SOI chip was backside polished and protected well
from the front-side during processing. The process flow that was followed is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Firstly, the photonics chip substrate was thinned and polished from the backside to a thickness of
600 µm [49]. The chip thickness was well-controlled in the central region where the lenses were
fabricated in a later stage, the variation being ±1 µm when introducing intermediate thickness
measurements during thinning. The rms surface roughness obtained after polishing the chip
is between 10-15 nm measured on an area of 1×1 cm2. This is lower than (λ/nSi)/20 and can
therefore be considered as an optically smooth surface. To begin processing on the backside
of the photonics die for the fabrication of microlenses, the frontside of the die was protected
by a photoresist layer. With the frontside of the die protected, the polished backside was spin
coated with Microchem AZ4562 resist. To fabricate the lenses with a desired ROC (440 µm) in
silicon, it is important that the resist thickness after spinning is well-controlled [50]. The target
thickness of the resist here was 11.5 µm. The lithographic patterning of the microlens structures
was performed using a dual-sided EVG mask aligner. This step is very critical, to ensure a
backside-to-frontside alignment accuracy below ±1 µm. After the patterns were exposed, and
the exposed resist was removed during a developing step, the obtained cylindrical structures were
reflowed at 145◦C and hard-baked in an oven at 120◦C. Thereafter, photoresist microlenses were
transferred into silicon by an optimized reactive ion etch (RIE) process employing a mixture of
SF6 and O2. The resist protection on the frontside of the photonics chip was removed later with
the help of an O2 plasma.
After fabrication, the microlenses were characterized using a white-light optical profilometer,
and an ROC of 420 µm was obtained that was less than the target value by only 4.5% (Fig. 6).
Also, an rms roughness of less than 10 nm was measured over the central region of the microlens
spanning an area of 40×40 µm2. Furthermore, the backside alignment accuracy after step 2,
was estimated by inspecting the sample under a near IR-enabled diascopic illumination mode
of the microscope. This enabled a through-substrate view of the photonics chip, viewed from
the backside of the die. The microlenses were fitted with a circle and reference structures at the
front side of the die were measured with respect to the fitted circle, as shown in Fig. 7(b). On
comparing the measurements with those from the GDS design file (Fig. 7(a)), a difference in
alignment of within ±1 µm was obtained along both the directions of the grating. This indicates
an actual alignment accuracy close to ±1 µm, although the accuracy of the applied measurement
method is not exactly known. To avoid any ambiguity, it must be noted that Fig. 6(a) depicts
the testsite of grating-to-grating link with microlenses in resist and is shown here for illustration
purposes.
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Fig. 6. (a) Diascopic near-IR view of the microlenses formed in resist; (b) Microscope
image of the etched microlens; (c) A surface profilometer scan of microlens post-etch to
determine the resulting diameter, sag and radius of curvature of the silicon microlens.
Fig. 7. (a) GDS design location of the grating structures with respect to the designed
microlenses and (b) Diascopic (transmitted) NIR illuminated image from the microscope of
the same design location. On comparing the markers with those from the GDS design file, a
difference in microlens alignment of within ±1 µm was obtained along both the directions
of the grating coupler.
5. Experiment and results
Since the chip consisted of regular uniformly periodic grating couplers and metal reflectors
were not deposited above the grating, both the topside and the backside fiber coupling options
were available. While a standard single-mode fiber (SMF28, MFD - 9.2 µm, NA - 0.14) was
used to perform coupling from the topside of the chip, a thermally expanded core single-mode
fiber (MFD - 32±2 µm, NA - 0.02) was used to couple the beam from the chip backside using
microlens. Firstly, SMF28 fibers were used to couple in and out of the input and the output
gratings from the device-side (topside) of the chip. Then, keeping the input fiber alignment
with the grating intact, the optical beam exiting the microlens is coupled (from the backside of
the chip) into a thermally expanded core fiber (TEC40) (Fig. 8). In this configuration, both the
lateral and the angular alignment of the TEC40 fiber could be performed against the microlens
fabricated with respect to the output grating, and a single microlens-to-fiber collimation property
could be assessed. After the optimization of the backside fiber alignment with respect to the
output microlens, the fiber input was shifted from the frontside to the backside of the die. The
input fiber was also changed from SMF28 to TEC40 and aligned actively with respect to the
microlens fabricated with respect to the input grating. Thus, an expanded mode coupling could
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Fig. 8. Measurement methodology to align one TEC fiber with the microlens: The input
fiber (SMF28) was used to launch the optical beam into the grating from the front-side of the
die. The uniformly periodic output grating diffracts a part of the guided waveguide mode
into the substrate that is coupled to the thermally expanded core fiber (TEC40) from the chip
backside using the fabricated microlenses.
be performed from both the ends of the grating to evaluate the combined performance of the
input and the output fiber-microlens system.
Fig. 9. (a) A comparison of (i) frontside vs. (ii) backside fiber-to-fiber coupling loss has been
made for regular O-band grating couplers with a 490 nm period and 0.5 fill-factor; (b) The
efficiency of the expanded beam interface was evaluated by comparing three measurements:
(i) frontside SMF-to-SMF coupling loss, (ii) SMF (frontside)-to-TEC40 (backside) coupling
loss and (iii) TEC40 (backside)-to-TEC40 (backside) coupling loss. Comparing graphs
9a.(ii) and 9b.(iii) results in an additional penalty of 3 dB due to increase in substrate
thickness, the microlens, and the absence of AR coating; (c) An improvement of 2 dB
in coupling efficiency was measured after the deposition of anti-reflection coating on the
backside microlenses.
Since regular grating couplers were used to perform this experiment, firstly, a frontside versus
backside coupling efficiency was measured using standard single-mode fibers (SMF28) on a
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different chip with a substrate thickness of 100 µm, polished and AR-coated from the backside.
This measurement provided a good reference to compare against the subsequent backside coupling
measurements and thereby, deduce the coupling loss from a single expanded beam interface.
Also, it is to be noted that the microlens and the grating coupler on either side of input/output
is a combined entity, due to which the effect of each on the coupling efficiency cannot be
separated out based on the current measurements. However, based on comparisons between
different fiber-to-fiber coupling configurations and chip substrate thicknesses, the contribution
of the combined grating-microlens entity to the loss can be derived and a projection can be
made for further reduction of the loss when employing improved grating designs. As shown in
Fig. 9(a) (depicting fiber-to-fiber coupling loss), an additional 3.75 dB loss per fiber-to-grating
coupler interface occurs on shifting the fiber from the frontside (graph 9(a.i)) to the backside
(graph 9(a.ii)) of the chip (with a lower net downward directionality due to Fresnel reflections from
the BOX-silicon interface). Next, for the chip with the microlenses fabricated at its backside, the
measured spectrum for SMF28 (frontside)-to-TEC40 (backside) and TEC40 (backside)-to-TEC40
(backside) configurations are shown via graphs 9(b.ii) and 9(b.iii) respectively in Fig. 9(b). The
red shift of the center wavelength in graphs 9(b.ii) and 9(b.iii) is likely an outcome of using a
thick substrate for beam expansion and the slope of absorption coefficient in bulk Si in O-band
[51]. On comparing the graph 9(a.ii) and graph 9(b.iii), a difference of 6 dB in fiber-to-fiber
backside coupling loss is obtained i.e. a 3 dB coupling loss is introduced in a single expanded
beam interface due to the increase in substrate thickness, the microlens itself and the absence of
AR coating on the microlens.
Table 2. Optical Loss Contribution In An Expanded Beam Interface
Measured Parameters Loss
Backside coupling loss of a uniform grating (100 µm chip substrate
thickness) - Fig. 9(a.ii)
7.5 dB
Improvement margin in coupling loss of expanded beam interface after
the application of AR coating - Fig. 9(c)
2 dB
Coupling loss in a single grating-microlens expanded-beam interface
(580 µm chip substrate thickness) - Fig. 9(b.iii) & Fig. 9(c)
8.5 dB
Projected coupling loss in a grating-microlens single expanded-beam
interface employing gratings with metal reflectors and
grating-to-microlens placement accuracy < ±0.5 µm
uniform < 2.8 dB
apodized < 2 dB
Out of this additional 3 dB coupling loss, a 1.85 dB loss contribution was expected due to
the Fresnel reflections from the silicon-air interface. This can be corrected by depositing an
antireflective coating on the microlenses. To address this point, measurements were performed
again on a single expanded beam interface after the deposition of 170 nm thick SiN anti-reflective
(AR) coating. As can be seen via Fig. 9(c), an improvement of 2 dB was measured in the fiber
(SMF)-to-fiber (TEC40) coupling efficiency. Also, no impact on the resultant bandwidth of the
optical output was observed. A slightly higher improvement in coupling efficiency than the
expected value indicates higher reflection of the beam that hits off-normal to the surface of the
microlens, when the AR coating is not present. The cause of the remaining 1 dB loss from a
single expanded beam interface can probably be attributed to the mode-profile mismatch due
to the exponentially decaying field profile from the grating. Also, from the backside alignment
analysis of microlens with respect to the grating that was reported earlier [37], a 0.5 dB coupling
penalty can occur even if the fabricated microlenses are misplaced by ±1-1.5 µm from the desired
location with respect to the grating. The applied offset of the microlens with respect to the grating
coupler could also be improved after conducting a detailed design of experiment (DOE) during
wafer-scale fabrication that can also account for the variability in beam angle from the grating at
the intended wavelength of operation and radius of curvature of the microlens (Fig. 4). Thus, the
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expanded beam coupling interface contributes to an additional 0.5-1 dB loss to the fiber-to-fiber
link budget, implying that majority of the losses are incurred from the grating coupler itself.
It should be noted, as mentioned before, this paper is focused on realizing a monolithic
expanded beam interface, and not to obtain the lowest possible total fiber-to-fiber loss. By
decoupling the different losses, it is evident that minimizing the losses from the grating coupler
will reduce the overall coupling penalty. This can be achieved by depositing metal reflectors above
the grating couplers to improve the directionality and thereby, the overall fiber-to-fiber coupling
performance, as has been reported via a hybrid integration experiment earlier (regular grating
backside coupling efficiency used here being −7.5 dB in comparison to coupling efficiency
of a backside grating with metal reflector being −2.3 dB) [37,45]. Thus, by improving the
grating-to-microlens alignment accuracy to ±0.5 µm [37], and employing uniform gratings with
metal reflectors, a single expanded beam interface incurring a 8.5 dB loss in this demonstration
can be optimized further to lower the loss to 2.8 dB (8.5 - (7.5-2.3)- 0.5 = 2.8) or less. Moreover,
if apodized gratings with metal reflectors are used (fiber-to-grating coupling efficiency ∼ −1.5
dB [46]), the coupling loss of the expanded beam interface can be lowered down further to < 2
dB (8.5 - (7.5-1.5)−0.5 = 2), as projected in Table 2.
To assess the fiber-to-microlens alignment tolerance, an active alignment scan of the expanded
core fiber was performed with respect to the microlenses at the backside of the chip. A ±7 µm and
a ±9 µm 1-dB lateral alignment tolerance of the expanded core fiber was measured with respect
to the longitudinal (X) and transverse (Y) axes of the grating coupler (Fig. 10(a)). This slight
difference was expected because of the asymmetric size of the beam diffracted by the grating
Fig. 10. (a,c) A ±7 µm and ±9 µm 1-dB alignment tolerance with respect to the longitudinal
(X) and transverse (Y) axes of the grating and (b,d) ±0.6◦ angular 1-dB alignment tolerance
was measured between an expanded mode coupled from the microlens to a single-mode
expanded-core fiber.
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coupler in both of the orthogonal directions [52]. Also, a ±0.6◦ angular 1-dB alignment tolerance
was measured between the microlens and the expanded core fiber (Fig. 10(b)). These values are
similar to those reported earlier by us in the hybrid integration experiment using microlenses at
the backside of the photonics chip with a similar thickness of the silicon substrate [36].
Lastly, on retracting the expanded core fiber away from the microlens vertex successively in
steps of 100 µm along the axis of the output beam, the fiber-to-microlens coupling efficiency was
recorded at a fixed wavelength of 1310 nm. Fig. 11 shows that a 0.2 dB drop in the coupling
efficiency was measured over a distance of 300 µm, when either of the input or the output fiber
was retracted away from the microlens. Also, when both of the fibers were retracted together, a
1-dB coupling penalty occurs for a microlens-to-fiber separation of 400 µm. This is an outcome
of the collimated nature of the beam, and also indicative of a large tolerance available in the
longitudinal direction for an expanded beam connection.
Fig. 11. On retracting the fibers individually along the axis of propagation of the collimated
beam, a 0.2 dB drop in the coupling efficiency was measured over a distance of 300 µm.
When both the fibers were retracted together, a 400 µm 1-dB longitudinal alignment tolerance
was measured.
6. Discussion
It should be noted that the commercial availability and wide choice of mode field diameters of
TEC fibers helped us to demonstrate the concept using these fibers. Clearly, these fibers can be
replaced by a single-mode fiber ribbon mounted with a microlens array block, and can be used in
the future to implement the presented concept. As can be noticed from the demonstrated results,
the size of the microlens seems to be a limiting factor for applications addressing high on-chip
and off-chip wiring density. In such a scenario, if fiber-ribbon arrays of 127 or 250 µm fiber pitch
are used, lenses with low clear aperture would need to be fabricated to accommodate the high
on-chip wiring density. It is to be noted that a lens of 270 µm diameter has been fabricated in our
demonstration, and this value can be shrunk further by modifying the lens height to lens diameter
ratio without changing the radius of curvature, if needed [53]. Moreover, if further increase in
wiring density (and hence, lens diameter and pitch reduction) is required, other methods such
as grayscale lithography, imprinting, direct writing based on 2-photon polymerization could be
used. The design trade-off in that case would be to limit the beam expansion and hence, obtain a
limited gain in the lateral alignment tolerance.
Although fibers have been used to demonstrate the concept of expanded beam coupling, the
coupling to the microlens can be provided directly via a laser or VCSEL for specific applications.
In that case a suitable microlens can be used to ensure that the laser/VCSEL emits a collimated
beam with the desired diameter. A potential challenge will be to additionally provide the electrical
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connections and to keep the form-factor of the entire module compact, and tackle the associated
integration and assembly-level issues. This will depend on the type of laser. For a VCSEL, which
is surface emitting, this seems very feasible, since a microlens can directly be mounted on top of
the emitter, while for an edge-emitting laser, a mirror would have to be integrated to rotate the
beam by 90 degrees to couple it to the microlens.
The key advantage of integrating the microlenses at the backside of the photonics chip is an
increased tolerance to the lateral misalignment. Clearly, this is obtained at the expense of a
reduced tolerance to angular misalignment in the coupling interface. The angular tilts, however,
can be compensated or controlled more easily during assembly compared to lateral misalignments.
Studies have already indicated a chip angular alignment accuracy of ±0.1◦, with a potential to
achieve further improvement in passive assembly [29]. Thus, the demonstration of monolithically
fabricated coupling interface is an attractive proposition to perform alignment-tolerant coupling
in sensing applications or chip-to-board coupling for the face-up integration of a silicon photonics
interposer.
7. Conclusion
We have reported results for monolithic integration of microlenses directly at the backside of
a silicon photonics chip with a goal to achieve alignment-tolerant expanded beam interface.
The design choices, fabrication process flow, and fiber coupling and alignment methodology
were described comprehensively. A detailed investigation of the coupling performance and
fiber-to-microlens alignment tolerance was carried out to underline the advantages of a SOI
integrated photonics chip based expanded beam coupler. In particular, the expanded beam
coupling interface adds a very small additional loss (0.5-1 dB) to the overall budget, with
majority of the losses incurred from the grating coupler itself. By employing gratings with
metal reflectors and < ±0.5 µm microlens-to-grating placement accuracy, losses under 2 dB have
been projected for a monolithically integrated grating-microlens expanded beam interface. With
an expanded beam diameter of 32 µm, a ±7 µm lateral and a ±0.6◦ angular fiber-to-microlens
1-dB alignment tolerance was obtained at the wavelength of 1310 nm. Also, a large 300 µm
longitudinal alignment tolerance with a 0.2 dB drop in coupling efficiency was obtained when
the coupling was performed into a thermally expanded core (TEC) single-mode fiber. These
relaxed alignment tolerance values are possible to obtain with wafer-scale backside integrated
microlenses and can pave the way to perform coupling to a fiber array with a longer working
distance or provide high-density on-board optical solution in the near future.
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